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Simple Summary: T-cell intracellular antigen 1 (TIA1/TIA-1) and its paralog TIA1-related/like
protein (TIAL1/TIAR) have been implicated in the regulation and/or modulation of gene expression
through aspects of RNA metabolism, such as (1) transcription, through their interaction with DNA
and RNA polymerase II; (2) alternative processing of messenger pre-mRNAs, through selection of
canonical and atypical 5′ and 3′ splice sites; (3) localization, stability and/or translation of eukary-
otic messenger RNAs, through interaction with 5′ and 3′ untranslatable regions; and (4) control
of biological programs fundamental to cell viability (i.e., development, inflammation, prolifera-
tion/differentiation, apoptosis, autophagy, responses to stress or viral infections). It is therefore
essential to understand the role played by these multifunctional regulators in the establishment
and adaptation of the diversity of the transcriptome, translatome, proteome and interactome, which
represents a key step in understanding the differences in functional heterogeneity between cells,
tissues and organisms with similar genetic complexities. In other words, it is necessary to high-
light the importance of identifying the early and late cellular processes and molecular mechanisms
where TIA proteins participate and how they contribute to maintain homeostasis, preventing the
development and/or progression of deleterious phenotypes. Knowledge of the regulatory dynam-
ics associated with these intracellular antigens will serve as a basis for the identification of future
therapeutic strategies.

Abstract: T-cell intracellular antigen 1 (TIA1) and TIA1-like/related protein (TIAL1/TIAR) are two
members of the classical family of RNA binding proteins. Through their selective interactions with
distinct RNAs and proteins, these multifunctional regulators are involved in chromatin remodeling,
RNA splicing and processing and translation regulation, linking them to a wide range of diseases
including neuronal disorders, cancer and other pathologies. From their discovery to the present day,
many studies have focused on the behavior of these proteins in order to understand their impact on
molecular and cellular processes and to understand their relationship to human pathologies. The
volume of research on these proteins in various fields, including molecular biology, biochemistry, cell
biology, immunology and cancer, has steadily increased, indicating a growing interest in these gene
expression regulators among researchers. This information can be used to know the most productive
institutions working in the field, understand the focus of research, identify key areas of involvement,
delve deeper into their relationship and impact on different diseases, and to establish the level of
study associated with them.

Keywords: TIA1/TIA-1; TIAL1/TIAR; bibliometric analysis; ontology network; human pathologies

1. Introduction

TIA1/TIA-1 is an RNA binding protein (RBP) originally discovered in T lympho-
cytes [1,2], and later found to be expressed in various tissues [3]. Since its discovery by
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Paul Anderson in 1991 [1], TIA1 has been implicated in myriad cellular and pathological
processes due to its widespread cellular location and interaction with various RNAs [4].

Another important RBP is its paralog TIAR/TIAL1, which was identified a year later
by the same team. TIAR is involved in the regulation of many aspects of gene expression,
either independently or in combination with TIA1 [5]. Although both proteins are widely
expressed in human tissues, their distribution differs. TIA1 is highly expressed in the
kidney and gonads, with significant expression in the small intestine, lung, skeletal muscle
and pancreas [4], whereas TIAR is predominantly expressed in the brain and skeletal
muscle, with lower expression in the heart, kidney and lung [6].

Both proteins play important roles in the post-transcriptional regulation of gene ex-
pression and are involved in various cellular processes [7–9]. However, they also have
distinct functions and roles within the cell, such as RNA binding properties [10–12], regula-
tion of alternative splicing [7,13–15], formation of stress granules [16–19], involvement in
immune responses, apoptosis [20–23], cell cycle/growth regulation [9,23–25] and cellular
differentiation/proliferation [26,27]. They often co-operate in signaling processes, but their
specific roles can vary depending on the cellular context and RNA/DNA targets.

Given their critical role in post-transcriptional gene regulation, the dysregulation
of their functions has been implicated in various diseases and pathological conditions,
including neurodegenerative diseases and neurological disorders [28–33], various can-
cers [23,34–37], autoimmune diseases [38,39], viral infection and/or replication [40–44]
and inflammatory disorders [45–48]. Much attention has therefore been paid to better
understanding their involvement in molecular and cellular events and processes, and their
relationship with human physio(patho)logy.

A bibliometric review of TIA1 and TIAR could provide valuable insights into the re-
search landscape of these important proteins, which may help to identify research gaps, new
areas of interest, potential research partners/possible collaborations between researchers
and areas where additional research may be needed. Research on TIA1 and TIAR proteins
can be found in various fields, including molecular biology, biochemistry, cell biology
and immunology. Notably, the volume of research on these proteins has been steadily
increasing, indicating a growing interest in the field.

2. Features of Analyzed Publications

We analyzed the scientific literature on TIA1 and TIAR using the Bibliometrix tool [49].
Although Bibliometrix is programmed in the R language, we used biblioshiny, a web-based
app included in the bibliometrix package, which allows non-coders to use Bibliometrix. To
evaluate the development of research on TIA1 and TIAR since their discovery, we conducted
a search in the PubMed database using the advanced search terms ((TIA1[Title/Abstract]) OR
(TIA-1[Title/Abstract])) OR (TIA1[Text Word])) OR (TIA-1[Text Word])) NOT (ischemic), and
((TIAR[Title/Abstract]) OR (TIAL1[Title/Abstract])) OR (TIAR[Text Word])) OR (TIAL1[Text
Word])). The exclusion of the term “ischemia” was necessary because of the use of the
abbreviation TIA for “transient ischemic attack”.

We gathered the publications related to TIA1 and TIAR and imported the data into
Bibliometrix by creating a data frame containing the relevant results in the PubMed format.
We started biblioshiny digiting: bibliometrix::biblioshiny and submitted the data to perform
various analyses to prepare several visualization tools, such as publication graphs, term
maps or the most relevant authors in this field, to explore and interpret the data. We
also used VOS viewer, a software tool for constructing and showing bibliometric co-
occurrence networks.

A total of 1530 publications were included in the analysis. We collected information
from 1244 articles on TIA1/TIA-1 published between 1990 and 2023, and 286 scientific
bibliographies on TIAR/TIAL1 published between 1992 and 2023. Since their discov-
ery [1,5], the number of publications on TIA1 has increased considerably until 2002 and
on TIAR until 2005, when they reached 48 and 16 publications, respectively. From these
dates onwards, the scientific production on TIA1 has fluctuated over time, with sporadic
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increases in the number of publications, reaching a maximum of 55 articles in 2015. In
the case of TIAR, the number of publications was more uniform, ranging from 10 to 17
publications per year, with a minimum of 6 in 2012 (Figure 1). The average growth rate
from 1990 to 2023 was approximately 20% (TIA1 22%; TIAR 23%).
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We also classified the number of publications by country/region (Figure 3), which
showed that most publications on TIA1 and TIAR were concentrated in the USA, China,
Spain and Germany.
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On the other hand, the top 10 journals for publications on TIA1 and TIAR are listed in
Table 1, respectively.

Table 1. Top 10 journals of publications on TIA1/TIA-1 and TIAR/TIAL1, respectively.

Protein Journals Country Documents IF

TIA1 Zhonghua Bing Li Xue Za Zhi = Chinese Journal of Pathology China 38 8.0
The American Journal of Surgical Pathology USA 35 6.298

Histopathology UK 24 7.778
Journal of Virology USA 24 6.549

PLoS One USA 24 3.752
Journal of Cutaneous Pathology Denmark 21 1.458
Molecular and Cellular Biology USA 21 1.68

Virchows Archive: An International Journal of Pathology Germany 20 1.709
The American Journal of Dermatopathology USA 19 1.391

Pathology USA 18 3.526

TIAR The Journal of Biological Chemistry USA 17 5.486
Molecular and Cellular Biology USA 14 5.094

Journal of Virology USA 12 10.1
PLoS One USA 10 3.752

Nucleic Acids Research UK 9 19.160
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications USA 6 3.575

International Journal of Molecular Sciences Switzerland 5 6.208
Molecular Biology of the Cell USA 5 3.612

Molecular Cell USA 5 19.328
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (USA) USA 5 12.779

3. TIA1- and TIAR-Related Networking Analysis

Individual comparison of the co-occurrence networks formed by the TIA1 and TIAR
datasets revealed unique keyword clusters for each protein as well as differences between
them. The cluster related to TIA1 (Figure 4A) was intricately linked to a diverse set of
keywords, emphasizing its critical role in various aspects of molecular and cellular biology,
including immune function and cellular cytotoxicity, as well as various aspects of oncology.

In the network related to TIA1, terms such as “humans” (linked also to “female” and
“male” terms) and “animals” (such as “mice”) were found. In this case, the “humans”
keyword was also connected to certain age ranges/periods/stages including “adult”,
“middle aged”, “aged”, “80 and over”, underlining the importance of TIA1 in these groups.
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We also found keywords related to younger ages, such as “young adult”, “adolescent” or
“child, preschool”, albeit more distant from the main node.

TIA1 was prominently linked to keywords such as “RNA-binding proteins”, “gene
expression regulation”, “apoptosis” and “alternative splicing”. Within this network, TIA1
is recognized for its influence on “mRNA stability”, particularly through its interactions
with RBPs including “Poly(A)-Binding Proteins”. Its involvement in “gene expression
regulation”, “gene expression profiling” and “gene expression” and “microRNAs” further
highlighted its significance in post-transcriptional control. The presence of TIA1 was
also evident in the context of “stress granules”, which are crucial components of cellular
responses to physiological stressors. This network underscores the multifaceted role of
TIA1 in RNA processing and stress responses, and its potential impact on several diseases,
including neurodegenerative disorders such as “Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis” (ALS) [50].

Notably, TIA1 emerged as a key player in the understanding of “lymphoma”, par-
ticularly “T-cell lymphomas” and “large B-cell lymphomas”. In this line, the use of “im-
munohistochemistry”, “immunophenotyping” and “flow cytometry” techniques allows
researchers to study the expression and immunoreactivity of TIA1 in tumor samples, as
evidenced by the keywords “biopsy”, “skin neoplasms” and “lymphomas” in general,
shedding light on its oncogenic function and its potential as a diagnostic biomarker for
neoplasm staging [51–53]. Additionally, the association of TIA1 with “Epstein–Barr Virus”
infections underscores its role in the immune response against viral pathogens, which
is also related to certain intestinal T-cell lymphomas [54]. The network also addressed
“survival analysis”, “treatment outcomes” and “retrospective studies”, highlighting the
impact of TIA1 in clinical research and patient prognosis.

Finally, the TIA1 co-occurrence network revealed the close association between TIA1
and the cytotoxic activities of “T-lymphocytes”, particularly “CD8-positive T-lymphocytes”
and “CD4-positive T-lymphocytes”, which play a central role in immune response and in
oncology [55,56]. Within this network, TIA1 was linked to proteins involved in “cytotoxic-
ity”, including “granzymes” and “perforin”, highlighting its importance in the regulation
of immune effector mechanisms [57]. The presence of terms such as “membrane proteins”,
“CD8 antigens” and “membrane glycoproteins” also underscores the involvement of TIA1
in surface interactions and signaling processes of immune cells.

The co-occurrence network cluster analysis of TIAR (Figure 4B) revealed connections
in the field of RNA biology and cellular regulation. Similar to the TIA1 cluster, several
major categories were found for TIAR, including “humans” (linked also with “female” and
“male” terms) and “animals” (such as “mice” and “rats”), and “RNA-binding proteins”.

This network included investigations into the involvement of TIAR in “alternative
splicing” events, where it influences the inclusion or exclusion of “exons” in mRNA tran-
scripts [11,58], and also its role in “apoptosis” and in the formation of “cytoplasmic gran-
ules”, including “stress granules”, during “physiological stress” [59–61]. TIAR interactions
with RNA, including “mRNA binding” and association with “3′ untranslated regions”,
were a central theme of this cluster and revealed the contribution of TIAR to “RNA stabil-
ity”, also influencing “stress granules”, “gene expression” control and post-transcriptional
regulation of “gene expression” [62–65]. Accordingly, TIAR plays a significant role in
“protein synthesis” and is involved in the regulation of “mRNA stability”, often interacting
with “Poly(A)-Binding Proteins” to modulate the fate of “messenger RNAs” (mRNAs).
Additionally, the network highlighted the links between TIAR and other RBPs including
“TIA1” and “ELAVL1”, suggesting collaborative roles in post-transcriptional regulation
and underscoring the importance of these RBPs in shaping the cellular landscape of RNA
metabolism and stability, immunity and “protein synthesis” [66,67]. Further, experimental
techniques such as “Western blotting” and “molecular sequence data” analyses were also
widely used in this case.
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Comparing the co-occurrence networks of keywords and terms related to TIA1 and
TIAR revealed the most common keywords and terms in the publications and how they
are related to each other (Figure 5). This was useful to identify patterns and trends in the
research on TIA1 and TIAR and to highlight new areas of research and/or potential collab-
orations. In terms of similarity, the TIA1 and TIAR networks shared common keywords
related to “RNA-binding proteins”, “Poly(A)-Binding Proteins”, RNA regulation, “gene
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expression” regulation, “alternative splicing”, “messenger RNAs”, “cytoplasmic granules”,
“cytotoxicity” and “apoptosis”, indicating a common focus on RNA regulation and process-
ing in the study of these two proteins and their involvement in post-transcriptional gene
regulation and stress response mechanisms.
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On the other hand, it was noteworthy that the most frequently repeated words in
both networks are related to human subjects and age groups (“male”, “female”, “adult”,
“aged”). In turn, these terms are associated with retrospective studies and to diagnostic
techniques such as “in situ hybridization” and “immunohistochemistry”. These techniques
are methods used to study gene expression and to investigate the properties and subcellular
localization of RBPs and, in this case, the functional roles of TIA1 and TIAR [10,69]. This
shared use of the experimental methods highlights the convergence of research strategies
employed to determine the role of TIA1 and TIAR in RNA regulation and cellular processes,
as a common research toolkit. Furthermore, these common features indicate that both pro-
teins are of interest in clinical and diagnostic studies, particularly in cancer-related research,
as suggested by the presence of the terms “tumor”, “skin neoplasms”, “lymphoma” and
“treatment outcome”. In addition, keywords related to cytotoxicity, T-lymphocytes, viral
infections (including Epstein–Barr Virus/herpesvirus 4) and immune response mechanisms
are shared in the cluster, highlighting their importance in immune-related functions and
surveillance and viral pathways. Collectively, these findings demonstrate that both pro-
teins contribute to the regulation of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, which are critical for immune
responses against viruses and cancers [4,6,36], including lymphoma.

4. TIA1- and TIAR-Associated Molecular Functions and Biological Processes

To collect bibliometric information about the main molecular functions, biological
processes and human diseases that our genes of interest are involved in, we utilized the
Enrichr suite of gene-set enrichment analysis tools, and we then contrasted the results with
the PubMed database publications. A dual strategy was followed for the Gene Ontology
(GO)-related Enrichr analysis. First, TIA1 and TIAL1 genes were independently introduced
to identify the related biological processes, functions and pathologies. As TIA1 and TIAR
are RBPs, their effects may impact the pathways regulated by their RNA targets. For
this reason, the sets of genes obtained with the TIA1 and TIAR in vivo crosslinking and
immunoprecipitation (iCLIP) analysis [14] were introduced to analyze the indirect effects
of TIA1 and TIAL1 on a wider range of biological processes and pathologies.

Gene ontology (GO) is a functional term that considers different aspects of how gene
functions can be described. We focused on studies describing the GO molecular functions
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and biological processes of TIA1 and TIAR; specifically, their involvement in these processes
using mRNAs sets of interactions with both TIA1 and TIAR in HeLa cells based on TIA1
and TIAR iCLIP analysis [14]. This analysis allows us to gauge the extent to which these
proteins are involved in the control of biological processes.

Although the results of the GO molecular function analysis (Figure 6A,B) were almost
identical, a review of the biological processes (Figure 6C,D) regulated by the two proteins
revealed some differences. This suggests that, despite similar functions such as binding to
RNA, cadherins and transcription factors, the different targets of each protein reflect their
involvement in specific biological processes. For example, mRNA processing was the top
function of TIA1, whereas it occupied third place among the functions of TIAR, with TIAR
being more involved in the regulation of splicing by the spliceosome. Similarly, TIA1 was
more involved than TIAR in chromatin reorganization.
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Figure 6. Bar charts of top enriched terms from the GO_Molecular_Function_2023 gene set library for
TIA1/TIA-1 (A) and TIAR/TIAL1 (B), and top enriched terms from the GO_Biological_Process_2023
gene set library for TIA1/TIA-1 (C) and TIAR/TIAL1 (D) from iCLIP analysis in HeLa cells. The
top 10 enriched terms for the input gene set are displayed based on the −log10 (p-value), with the
p-value shown next to each term. The term at the top has the most significant overlap with the input
query gene set [70–72].

5. Implications of TIA1 and TIAR in Human Pathologies

Previous studies in the literature have reported the involvement of TIA1 in neu-
ropathologies including ALS, tauopathies, spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), stress-related
psychiatric disorders, Huntington’s disease (HD), Welander distal myopathy (WDM),
tumorigenesis, diabetes and lipid metabolism [4].

In the case of TIAR, its involvement has been reported in inflammation, embryogenesis,
carcinogenesis and neurodegenerative diseases such as neurofibromatosis type I, axon
regeneration and Alzheimer’s disease [6].

Thus, several diseases/disorders are associated with TIA1 and TIAR expression/ dys-
function, including tumorigenesis, acute inflammatory responses, autoimmunity, infectious
diseases and neurological disorders, which we investigated and compared with the results
obtained from the DisGeNET gene set library and the Jensen list.
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As in the previous section, we analyzed the possible involvement of TIA1 and TIAR
in different diseases by searching for the set of genes with which they interact.

In the Jensen DISEASES analysis (Figure 7A,B), both proteins appear to be highly
involved in intellectual disability. However, TIA1 was ranked second in relapsing-remitting
multiple sclerosis, whereas TIAR was ranked seventh. TIAR was more involved in several
types of cancer, whereas TIA1, although also involved in kidney cancer, had more varied
effects. Both are also involved in neuronal disorders, such as neurodegenerative diseases
(TIA1) and neuropathy and holoprosencephaly (TIAR).
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most significant overlap with the input query gene set [69–71].

Regarding the results of the DisGeNET analysis (Figure 7C,D), cancer was the most
relevant for both proteins, especially breast cancer. Both proteins, although with different
probabilities, are also involved in small head and global developmental delay, which
coincides with the involvement in neuronal disorders seen in the Jensen analysis.

6. Perspectives

Since its discovery in 1991 by Anderson et al. [1,5], research on TIA1 (and its paralog
TIAR) gradually increased and remained at a stable level for the next 20 years, likely due
to its study by established research groups. Research on TIA1 is much more widespread
at the geographical level than that of TIAR, perhaps due to its greater relevance to certain
biological processes.

The co-occurrence representations provide an insight into the different research direc-
tions and interests for TIA1 and TIAR, revealing common and divergent research themes,
key areas of investigation, and some areas for further research. They serve as a useful visual
representation to identify major keywords, research trends and links in the literature sur-
rounding these proteins. These observations also illustrate the multifaceted nature of TIA1
and TIAR in immune response, cancer biology/oncology, viral infections and RNA biology,
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making them key players in understanding RNA dynamics and cellular stress responses.
Accordingly, their similarities and differences provide a basis for understanding their
common and distinct contributions to various biological processes and diseases and/or
for exploring potential synergistic interactions and therapeutic implications involving
both proteins.

In this way, TIA1 and TIAR RBPs were first described as post-transcriptional regu-
lators of pre-mRNA splicing events, as well as repressors of translation and/or (m)RNA
turnover in the context of proteostasis [1,2,5,8,10,11] and cellular responses to stress, when
assembled into stress granules [18]. However, in the absence of stress, TIA proteins have
been involved in promoting polysome association [73]. In this regard, recent observations
have suggested that the presence of these multifunctional proteins could increase protein
expression in subcellular compartments, but especially in the context of the endoplasmic
reticulum with a cooperative effect on translation [73]. However, this cellular context-
dependent behavior could be connected to additional currently unknown components. But
perhaps the most relevant of these observations is to point out the functional duality of
these master regulators that as a consequence of a change in the localization of protein
synthesis within the cytoplasm strongly influences protein production, indicating that a
change in TIA1/TIAR-dependent mRNA localization could modify the relative abundance
of certain specific proteins [73]. These findings expand and reinforce the regulatory capac-
ity of these multifunctional proteins as molecular sensors of cellular and environmental
needs in homeostasis and under stress situations, respectively. In the same line, the dual
role of TIA1/TIAR proteins as tumor suppressors and enhancers in a cell/tissue type-
dependent way in tumorigenesis suggest overlapping, cooperative and/or antagonistic
regulatory roles between its protein variants [23,34–38] and the complexity of the combina-
torial dynamic nature of RNA–RNA and RNA–protein interactome at the crossroads with
heterogeneous populations of protein non-coding and/or encoding RNAs and other addi-
tional RBPs [4,6,74]. Further, TIA1 and TIAR are two abundant proteins in many eukaryotic
cells. Thus, a recent study estimated its concentrations in HEK-293T cells at around 630 nM
and 3.8 × 105 copies/cell and 1100 nM and 6.9 × 105 copies/cell, respectively [75].

Overall, the co-occurrence network analysis highlighted the multifaceted involvement
of TIA1 in lymphoma biology and immunology, its potential as a valuable tool for un-
derstanding disease mechanisms and patient outcomes, its central role in orchestrating
the cytotoxic functions of T-lymphocytes and its relevance as a potential immunological
biomarker. Likewise, the co-occurrence network of TIA1 reflected its versatility and im-
portance in fundamental cellular processes and disease mechanisms. Moreover, the TIAR
co-occurrence network reflects the multifaceted nature of TIAR research, highlighting its im-
portance in RNA biology, protein biosynthesis and the molecular mechanisms underlying
gene expression regulation.

As we mentioned above, the GO analysis revealed results in two areas: the molecular
function and functional processes of TIA1 and TIAR, and their implication in disease. The
biological processes and molecular functions in which both proteins are involved are quite
similar and relate to the regulation of gene expression. However, the difference in the
RNAs they interact with is reflected in the diseases that they are likely to be involved in,
with TIA1 being involved in neuronal diseases and TIAR being associated more with types
of cancer.

To sum up, this bibliometric analysis of TIA1 and TIAR proteins shows that both are
well represented in various disciplines, including molecular biology, biochemistry, cell
biology and immunology. Notably, the volume of research conducted on these proteins
has been steadily increasing, indicating a growing interest in this research area. The GO
analysis, which includes the gene sets with which TIA1 and TIAR interact, provides a good
idea of the pathologies in which they could be indirectly involved. Indeed, TIA1 and TIAR
are likely to be involved upstream in pathologies with which they have not previously
been implicated.
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7. Conclusions

In this review, we have focused on bibliometric data related to TIA1/TIA-1 and
TIAL1/TIAR genes/proteins and their quantitative and qualitative overviews on molecular,
cellular and pathophysiological aspects. Although in recent years there have been great
and relevant advances in this regard, there are still many questions that remain to be
answered and that deserve more detailed study. For instance, the differential aspects related
to regulatory adaptations and cellular dynamics among transcriptome–transcriptome–
translatome–proteome and interactomes associated with each of the main cell-, tissue-
and species-expressing TIA1 and TIAR variants in homeostasis, stress and pathological
situations remain to be investigated and established. Moreover, since current technology
allows it, obtaining single-cell transcriptomic and proteomic expression profiling could
provide novel and much more precise information concerning the role of TIA proteins
in different cellular types, developmental stages and many aging-associated pathologies.
Furthermore, the ultimate and perhaps the most important challenge to undertake should
be the identification of prognostic, diagnostic and/or predictive targets together with the
development of therapeutic strategies in improving the functional and organismal roles
exerted by these master regulatory biomarkers and gatekeepers. This research opens the
door to future consideration of these and other RBPs when investigating the origins or
interactions of a wide range of human aging-related pathologies.
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